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Understanding
Privacy Settings

           When was the last time you looked into your security measures and online     m  m

mm     presence? 

 

           Are you confident that your children's online presence is secure?

 

          Does your child have a different kind of phone than yours (Apple versus Android)  

 m      and you want to ensure your children are as safe as possible, while they're online?

 

 

Well, this information is for you! The following pages will go through the main security

features/tips you should be aware of when it comes to:

 

Apple Products (IPhones, IPads)

Android Phones or Tablets

General Smartphone Best Practices

Facebook

Instagram

Snapchat

TikTok



Go to Settings >> Privacy

You'll see a list of the features and information on your phone that apps

must ask your permission to access, including your contacts, calendar,

location services, camera and microphone.

Click one of the categories (EX: 

 

 

 

 

     Photos) to see a list of apps that 

     want access. If the toggle switch is 

     On, it has access. If the switch is 

     Off, it doesn't. Go through the list 

     of apps for each category, and give 

     access only to the apps that you 

     want. Pay particular attention to 

     the Location Services section.
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Google assigns every account an advertising ID and opts you into ad

personalization, building profiles on you and showing you ads based on your

preferences. If that kind data collection makes you uncomfortable, click the

following sequence: Settings >> Privacy >> Google Services >> Ads

Limit the data Google is collecting from you in general. 

Go to Settings >> Privacy >> Permission Manager. This a list of the features and

information on your phone that apps must ask your permission to access -

including your contacts, calendar, location services, camera, and

microphone.

Click on one of these permissions to see a list of apps that have access. It'll start

by showing you a list of apps that are enabled, and then 

 

      Click Reset Advertising ID / Opt Out.

 

     Settings >> Privacy >> Activity Controls and choose your Google Account.

 

 

     the ones that are disabled. Go through the list of apps for each 

     category, and give access only to the apps that you want. 

     Pay particular attention to the Location Services section.

Android
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Fingerprint and facial recognition technology is convenient, but it is not as reliable as a

traditional passcode. Having a longer passcode with a mixture of letters, numbers and

Capslock is harder to crack. It also doesn't hurt to change it, every so often.

Set your lock screen/ screen sleep timer to around 2 minutes of inactivity so it isn't idly left

unlocked.

Most smartphones have lock screen notifications enabled by default. Consider limiting

displaying the content of incoming messages to name only, or number of unread texts only.

Disable BlueTooth and NFC (Near Field Communication; the way your phone interacts with

something in close proximity) until you need it; it tightens up your security and also saves on

battery life!

Keep your phone and its apps up to date. Without these updates, you eventually leave your

phone open and vulnerable to hackers.

Make sure your smartphone is encrypted (meaning information is protected, should your

phone get lost/stolen). Most newer smartphones come auto-encrypted 

It is always safest to download apps from the app store on your 

    but there's usually and opt in/opt out option under your security menu.

    phone, versus downloading from a website.

General
Smartphone Tips
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Privacy settings for photos, status updates, friends' lists, and likes can all be adjusted

individually.

Facebook has a feature called "Privacy Check Up", which shows you the following four

options: who can see what you share, how to keep your account secure, how people can

find you on Facebook, and your data settings on Facebook:

Does Facebook have your location settings enabled? Find out by clicking the        in the

top right corner >> Settings and Privacy >> Settings >> Location

Ever wonder if someone has accessed your Facebook account, or panic after leaving

your account logged in on someone else's device? No fear! Click the        in the top 

 

 

     Click the         in the top right corner >> Settings and Privacy >> Privacy Check Up

 

 

    right corner >> Settings and Privacy >> Security and Login >> "Where You're Logged 

    In". This will allow you to see your login history, 

    and log out of any/all devices. 

 

Facebook
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By default, Instagram profiles are public. When you are on your profile page,

click the      in the top right corner >> Settings >> Privacy >> Account Privacy

to switch the account to private.

If you supervise your child's account and want access to all past data about

the account, click the      in the top right corner >> Settings >> Security >>

Access Data / Download Data. 

You can set up your Direct Message inbox to only receive messages from

people you follow, minimizing possible predators or spam accounts

(especially if you are monitoring your child's account). Click the      in the top

right corner >> Settings >> Privacy >> Interactions: Messages and check both

sections to "Only People You Follow".

Keep in mind that if you are Geo-tagging locations in your photo 

 

 

 

     posts, followers may pick up on frequent places you visit.

Instagram
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By default, you can only receive Snaps from people who are on your friends

list. If an unknown Snapchatter tries to send you a Snap, you will receive a

notification that they added you. You will not receive the Snap unless you

have approved them as a friend, first.

Remember: Although SnapChat Snaps and Stories only last a few seconds/

disappear after 24 hours, nothing on the Internet is truly private. It is easy for

a Snapchat user to screenshot what you send them.

When you go to Settings, we recommend you set Contact Me and View My

Story to "My Friends". We do not recommend you show up on Quick Add, or

that share your location; people will see your exact pinpoint on a map.

 

 

Snapchat
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Privacy and Safety: 

Digital Wellbeing:

To access your account settings, click "Me" at the bottom of your app to get to

the profile, then click the      in the top right corner.

 

 

This page will allow you to set your account to Private, and also remove your

profile from other people's suggested accounts. This is also where you will be

able to set specific privacy settings around whether people can download your

TikToks, "duet" the TikToks, etc.

 

 

Screen Time Management allows you to put a time limit on the app. This is a

great tool for parents supervising their children's screen time; you choose the

time limit, and then a passcode is required to continue using it afterwards.

Restricted Mode limits appearance of inappropriate content and can also

require a passcode to turn off.

 

 

TikTok
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Have you checked out 

our new website?


